SUMMER INFORMATION
July 22, 2020
Dear Crusader Family,
We know you have been waiting for this important information! CCA is excited to share
our BACK TO SCHOOL PLAN which includes several strategic goals, primarily to provide
on campus instruction, five days a week starting August 13th. The American Academy of
Pediatrics supports this and asserts that “ The importance of in-person learning is welldocumented, and there is already evidence of the negative impacts on children because
of school closures in the spring of 2020.”
The BACK TO SCHOOL PLAN included is an informative look at the general guidelines we
will implement to get our students back in the classroom. As a small school, CCA is uniquely positioned to fulfil our Mission Statement of “assisting parents in equipping their students
spiritually, academically, socially, and physically so they can experience God’s best for
their lives.” We believe that thoughtful planning, and well-implemented health and safety
measures, can provide an environment that works within the guidelines and meets the
needs of our Crusader families. The primary objectives that we believe make an in-person
reopening possible are:
· Limited enrollment to the appropriate number of students who can reasonably be
in the classroom to meet social distancing guidelines.
· Significant financial investments in our facilities to enhance health & sanitation.
· Comprehensive planning and preparations for your students to be on campus.
· Development and implementation of the Crusader Learning Plan to be used in the
event of a school closure.
Take a look through the document included for even more details about re-opening.
Since envelope contains so much helpful information, take a few minutes to look carefully
through each page. Some other highlights:
· Student Handbook- Dress Code update...spoiler...it involves an exciting
change that students have been asking for...check it out!
· Supply Lists for each grade. (Also available at TeacherLists.com)
We are praying for your students and want the upcoming year to be one of academic
and spiritual growth. We value your prayer for our faculty as we continue preparations
for the upcoming year. We look forward to seeing you at Orientation Open House on
Monday, August 10 from 5 pm - 8 pm. We have missed you and can’t wait to see your
smiling faces!
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